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We study the boundedness of generalized Calderon]Zygmund operators actingÂ
on Sobolev and, more generally, Triebel]Lizorkin spaces of arbitrary order of
 g .  g .smoothness. We are able to relax the assumptions T x s 0 andror T* x s 0,
which have been required in earlier results by other authors. To do this, we
consider generalized paraproduct operators. We obtain the sharpness of our
assumptions for some special cases. Using the same technique, we also obtain some
sharper results for ``norming'' and ``molecular'' families. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY
 .  w xLet T be a generalized Calderon]Zygmund operator CZO see DJÂ
. w xand below for definitions . David and Journe's fundamental result DJÂ
states that T is L p-bounded for 1 - p - q` if and only if T1, T*1 g BMO
and T g WBP that is, T has the weak boundedness property, stated
. w x w xbelow . In FTW , T , a generalization of this result to other function
spaces, including Hardy, Sobolev, and, more generally, Triebel]Lizorkin
 g .  g .spaces, was obtained under the assumptions that T x s 0 and T* x s
g w x0 for monomials x up to a certain degree depending on the space. In W ,
we obtained boundedness of T on Triebel]Lizorkin spaces with smooth-
ness index 0 under weaker assumptions than T1 s 0 and T*1 s 0. In this
article we obtain similar results for general smoothness index a . In
particular we include the case of the Sobolev spaces.
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Now we give the definition of the operators that we discuss. As in
w xFTW , we consider operators with sufficiently smooth kernels. We say that
 .  . K x, y is a generalized Calderon]Zygmund kernel of smoothness l qÂ
.  .  4 w .« , denoted by K g CZK l q « for l g N s N j 0 and « g 0, 1 , if K0
 . n n 4restricted to V s x, y g R = R : x / y is a function with continuous
partial derivatives in the variable x up to order l which satisfy, for some
constant C ) 0,
yny <g <g < <D K x , y F C x y y , 1.1 .  .1
< <for g F l, and
«ynyly«g g < <D K x , y y D K x9, y F C x y y x y x9 , 1.2 .  .  .1 1
< < < < < < for g s l and 2 x y x9 F x y y where the subindex 1 stands for
.  .derivatives in the first variable, x . Note that we write K g CZK l when
 .the kernel K satisfies 1.1 only.
 .We say that T is a generalized Calderon]Zygmund operator ofÂ
 .  .smoothness l q « , denoted by T g CZO l q « , if T is a continuous
linear operator from S into its dual S 9 whose Schwartz distributional
 .  .kernel K x, y g CZK l q « . For more detailed treatment of this
w xsee FTW .
Next we consider a condition known as the ``weak boundedness
 . w x  n. property'' WBP as in DJ . For u g D R where D is the class of
` . n z .C -functions with compact support , t ) 0, and z g R , let u x st
yn  . .  n.  n.t u x y z rt . If T : S R ª S 9 R is linear and continuous, we say
 .that T g WBP if for every bounded subset B of D, there exists C s C B
such that
z z ynT u , h F Ct , . .t t
n  .for all u and h g B, z g R , and t ) 0. Here ?, ? represents the bilinear
w xpairing between S 9 and S . See, e.g., DJ, M1 for further background.
We now turn to the function spaces we will consider. Select a function
 n.  < < 4 <  . <w g S R satisfying supp w : j : 1r2 F j F 2 and w j G c ) 0 ifÃ Ã
< <  .3r5 F j F 5r3, where w is the Fourier transform of w. Let w x sÃ n
n n  yn .2 w 2 x , for n g Z. For a g R, 0 - p F q` , 0 - q F q`, and f g
 n.S 9 R , define the homogeneous Triebel]Lizorkin spaces via the norms
1rq
qna
a q5 5f ' 2 w ) f 1.3 .Ç  .F np  /
pngZ L
if p - q` , and
1rqq`
qy1 na
a q5 5 < <f ' sup Q 2 w ) f . 1.4 .Ç  .F H n`  /QQ dyadic  .nsylog l Q2
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For a ) 0, 1 F p F q` , and 0 - q F q` , one definition of the inhomo-
a q n a q Ça q p .geneous Triebel]Lizorkin space F R is simply F s F l L , withp p p
5 5 a q 5 5 aq 5 5 pf s f q f 1.5 .ÇF F Lp p
 w x. a 2see, e.g., FJW, pp. 42]43 . For the case 1 - p - q` and q s 2, F isp
 . p  w x.equivalent to the Bessel potential space L as in S, p. 134 . Ina
particular, when a s k g N and 1 - p - q` , F k 2 is the usual Sobolevp
p  p g p < < 4  w x.space L s f g L : D f g L for g F k see, e.g., FJW, p. 42 . Herek
 . n n  4 gg s g , . . . , g is a multi-index in N , where N s N j 0 and D s1 n 0 0
­g r­ xg1 ??? ­ g nr­ xg n.1 1 n
Ça qw xAs in W , we will reduce questions about F to questions about thep
Ça qsequence space f , defined as follows.p
 4For 0 - p F q` , 0 - q F q` , a g R and a sequence s s s , let xQ Q Q
denote the characteristic function of Q, and define
1rq
qy1r2ya r n
a q5 5 < <s ' Q s x , 1.6 .Ç f  /Q Qp  /
pQ L
if p - q` , and
1rq
qy1 y1r2ya r n
a q5 5 < < < <s ' sup P Q s x , 1.7 .Ç f H  /Q Q`  /PP Q:P
where the sums and the supremum, respectively, are taken over all dyadic
cubes in R n.
n w yn yn  .x  . nFor Q dyadic, say Q s  2 k , 2 k q 1 , for k , . . . , k g Z ,is1 i i 1 n
yn  . ynlet x s 2 k, and l Q s 2 . Then we have the w-transform expansionQ
w xFJ1
f s f , w c , 1.8 :  . Q Q
Q
< <y1r2  .  ..where w s Q w x y x rl Q and similar for c , for w and cQ Q Q
yn ynÃ .  .satisfying all properties of w in 1.3 as well as  w 2 j c 2 j s 1 .Ãn g Z
w xfor j / 0. We also have the Meyer's wavelet decomposition M2
2 ny1
 i.  i.f s f , c c , 1.9 :  .  Q Q
is1 Q
  i.42 ny1 n   i.4where c are Meyer's wavelets on R such that c form ais1 Q i, Q
2 n.  .complete orthonormal family in L R . Note that the sums  in 1.8Q
 .and 1.9 , and throughout this article, are taken over all dyadic cubes
in R n.
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Ça q Ça q  .The space f characterizes the coefficients f g F for either 1.8 orp p
 .  :  4 w x1.9 . If we set s s f , w and s s s , then by FJ1 , we haveQ Q Q Q
5 5 aq 5 5 aqf f s . 1.10 .Ç ÇF fp p
 .  i.   i.:  i.   i.4Similarly for 1.9 if we set s s f , c , and s s s , then by, e.g.,Q Q Q Q
w xFJW ,
2 ny1
 i. a qÇa q5 5 ff f s . 1.11 .Ç pFp
is1
 .  .For the case min p, q G 1 we obtain Theorem 1 a ) 0 and Theorem
 .3.2 a - 0 . Here we only state the former because we can get the latter by
 . w xduality. The case a s 0, p, q ) nr n q 1 was treated in W . Here and
 .throughout we let q9 be the conjugate index to q, i.e., q9 s qr q y 1
w xfor 1 F q F q` . Also for any x g R, let x be the integer part of
w x  .x, x* s x y x , and x s max 0, x .q
THEOREM 1. Let a ) 0. Assume that T : S ª S 9 satisfies
 .1 T g WBP;
 . w x .2 T g CZO a q d where a* - d - 1;
 .  .3 T* g CZO r where 0 - r - 1; and
 .  g . < <4 T x s 0 for all g F a y nrp.
Ça qThen T extends to a bounded linear operator on F if one of following casesp
holds:
 . n5 a f Z, 1 F q F q` , 1 F p - q` , and for all i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1,
g  i. a qÇ < <T x y x , c g f when a y nrp - g - a ; . ; 5 /Q Q n ray <g <.Q
1.12 .
 . n6 a g N, 1 F q F 2, 1 F p - q` , and for all i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1,
 .1.12 holds and
g  i. a qÇ < <T x y x , c g f when g s a ; 1.13 .  . ; 5 /Q Q `Q
or
 . n7 a g N, 2 - q F q` , 1 F p - q` , and for all i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1,
 .1.12 holds and
g  i. aqd , `Ç < <T x y x , c g u a s f when g s a . .  . ; D 5 /Q Q n rdQ
d)0
1.14 .
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 g .  g . w xThe meaning of T x and T* x is discussed in FTW, T .
w xWe should compare this result with Theorem 3.7 in FTW . The assump-
 .  .  . wtions 1 ] 3 are the same. Regarding 4 , it was shown in FTW, Theorem
x  g . < <3.25 , that T x s 0 for g - a y nrp is a necessary condition for the
Ça q gw x  .F boundedness of T. In FTW , however, it is assumed that T x s 0p
< < w xfor g F a . Thus our improvement consists of replacing this with the
 .  . < < w xweaker conditions in 1.12 ] 1.14 for a y nrp - g F a . This is similar
to the difference between the ``reduced'' T1 theorem where T1 s T*1 s
.  . w x0 and the ``full'' T1 theorem T1, T*1 g BMO of DJ . For a ) 0, one
 g .might at first expect conditions on the function space T x belongs to.
 .This would be equivalent, by 1.11 , to conditions on the sequence space
  g .  i.:4that T x , c belongs to. However, for g / 0, this is not naturalQ Q
because the translation invarance of the function space is reflected in the
 i.  g .  .  .structure of the c 's but not in T x . This leads us to 1.12 ] 1.14 . InQ
other words, from the sequence space perspective, these conditions are
natural generalizations of the T1 g BMO condition, even though, for
 g .g / 0, they cannot be formulated as a single condition for T x . Similar
remarks apply to Theorems 2, 3.2, and 3.3, in comparison with Theorems
w x3.1 and 3.13 in FTW .
 .  .For the case min p, q - 1, we obtain Theorem 2 a G 0 and Theorem
 .3.3 a - 0 . Since their statements are similar, we only state Theorem 2
here.
 .  .THEOREM 2. Let a G 0 and min p, q - 1. Let J s nrmin p, q .
Assume that T : S ª S 9 satisfies
 .1 T g WBP;
 . w x .2 T g CZO a q d , where a* - d - 1 if J y n y a - 0 and
 .max a*, J* - d - 1 if J y n y a G 0;
 . w x .3 T* g CZO J y n q r , where J* - r - 1;
 .  g . < <4 T x s 0 for all g F a y nrp;
 .  g . < <5 T* x s 0 for all g F nrp y a y n;
 . < b g  . b g  . < < < r < <y nq < bqg <qr .6 D D K x, y y D D K x, z F C y y z x y y2 1 2 1
< < < < < < w x w x. < < w xfor 2 y y z F x y y if g F min J y n, a and b q g s J y n;
and
 . < b g  . b g  . < < < r < <y nq < bqg <qd .7 D D K x, y y D D K z, y F C x y z x y y2 1 2 1
< < < < < < w x < < w x w x.for 2 x y z F x y y , g s a , and b s J y n y a .q
Çmq d , ` .Let u m, I s D f . Then T extends to a bounded linear operatord ) I n rd
Ça qon F if one of following cases holds:p
 .  n 4  .  .8 0 - q F 2 and for all i g 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1 , 1.12 ] 1.13 hold,
 .g  i.:4  < < . < <and x y x , Tc g u g , J y nrp when nrp y n y a - g FQ Q Q
J y n y a ;
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 .  n 49 2 - q F q` , 0 - p - 1, and for all i g 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1 ,
  .g .  i.:4  < < . < <T x y x , c g u g , 0 when a y nrp - g F a .Q Q Q
 .We will show in Corollary 5.5 that condition 5 in Theorem 2 is
 .necessary if a ) 0 and 0 - q - 1. Also under assumptions 8 for 0 - q F
 .  .1 or 9 in Theorem 2, the condition 5 is necessary.
 .By 1.5 , Theorems 1 and 2, and the David]Journe result, we immedi-Â
ately obtain the following result for the inhomogeneous spaces F a qp
 p a 2 .including the Sobolev and Bessel potential case L ( F .a p
THEOREM 3. Suppose a ) 0, 1 - p - q` , and T satisfies the assump-
tions of Theorem 1 if 1 F q F q` or those of Theorem 2 if 0 - q - 1. Then
T extends to a bounded operator on F a q.p
As far as we know, this is a new result even in the simplest case of
L2 f F k 2 for k g N.k 2
The key to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 is to reduce to the case
 g .  g .T x s 0 and T* x s 0, just as in the original result of David and
Journe. However, to do this here we first must define what we call theÂ
 . g .generalized paraproduct operator P of order g . This is done ing
Section 2. We obtain conditions for the boundedness of Pg . in Theoremg
3.1. We use this to prove Theorems 1 and 2 and the results for a - 0 in
Section 3.
w x g .As in W , the estimates going into the proof of the boundedness of P g
also yield improved results on ``norming'' and ``molecular'' families for
Ça qF . These are given in Section 4. The sharpness of some of our results isp
discussed in Section 5. Finally we indicate some remaining problems in
Section 6.
2. KEY LEMMAS
To define a generalized paraproduct operator of order g , where g is a
multi-index, we need the existence of a function Fg . satisfying certain
conditions.
LEMMA 2.1. Let m ) 0 be gi¨ en. Then there exists a real-¨ alued function
 n.  b : b  . < <u g S R satisfying x , u s H x u x dx s d for b F m, whereb , 0
d s 1 if b s 0 and d s 0 if b / 0.b , 0 b , 0
 .Proof. Select a real-valued h g S satisfying H h x dx s 1, and let
gy1 .
gg x s D h x . .  .g g !
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b  . < < < <Then g g S and H x g x dx s 1 if b s g and 0 if b / g , b F g .g g
< < b  .Now for b s 1, let c s H x g x , and setb 0
g x s g y c g x . .  .1 0 b b
< <b s1
 . b  . < <Then H g x dx s 1 and H x g x dx s 0 for b F 1, b / 0. Continuing1 1
 < < b  .  .  .this way for b s 2, let c s H x g x dx, and let g x s g x yb 1 2 1
 . . c g x , etc. , we obtain that g has the properties required of u if< b <s2 b b j
j G m.
< <Fix a G 0 and g a multi-index with g F a . By Lemma 2.1, there exists
 b : < < g .u g S such that Hu s 1 and x , u s 0 if 0 - b F a . Let F s
 . <g < . g < <  b g .:y1 rg ! D u . Then, if b F a and b / g , x , F s 0, while
g g . g . Ç<g < , ` :x , F s 1. With this F and for g g F , we define, analogous to`
w xthe discrete paraproduct operator in M1 , the generalized paraproduct
operator Pg . of order g byg
g .  : < <y1r2y <g < r n g .:P f s g , w Q f , F c , 2.1 .  .g Q Q Q
Q
g . . < <y1r2 g . .  ..where F x s Q F x y x rl Q .Q Q
Observe that the kernel of Pg . isg
y1r2y <g < r n g . : < <K x , y s g , w Q F y c x . 2.2 .  .  .  . Q Q Q
Q
Ç<g < , ` g . g . .  .LEMMA 2.2. If g g F , then for any l g N, P , P * g CZO l l` g g
g . b . < < < <  g ..  b .WBP, P x s gd for b F g and P * x s 0 for all b.g b , g g
g .  .  .Furthermore, the kernel of P satisfies 6 and 7 of Theorem 2.g
w xThe proof is similar to the standard case g s 0 in M2 ; see Remark 2.9
w xin W .
 . g .We observe in 3.2 below that the matrix corresponding to P can beg
factored as a product of two matrices. One of these factors is diagonal and
Ça qthe other just fails to be almost diagonal for f . In the following we dealp
with the boundedness of these factors.
 4LEMMA 2.3. For a multi-index g and a sequence d s d , define theQ Q
diagonal matrix operator T g . byd
g . < <y1r2y <g < r nT s s Q s d , .Qd Q Q
 4for any sequence s s s . For a , a g R, 0 - q F q F q` , and 0 -Q Q 1 2 2 1
Ça2ya 1q< g < , q2q1 r q2 .9 g . Ça1, q1 Ça2 , q2p F p - q` , if d g f then T : f ª f is2 1 p  p r p .9 d p p2 1 2 1 2
bounded and
g .
a , q a ya q <g < , q q r q .9 a , q5 5 5 52 2T s F C d ? s ,Ç 2 1 2 1 2 1 1Ç Çf f fd p p  p r p .9 p2 2 1 2 1
Ça1, q1for all s g f .p1
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume a s a s 0. The1 2
 . w xcase p s p follows from Lemma 3.1 a and Corollary 3.2 in W . Now1 2
Ç0, q1suppose p - p . Let s g f and set d s p rp , r s q rq . Applying2 1 p 1 2 1 21
Holder's inequality twice, we haveÈ
1rq2q q2 2y1r2 y1r2y <g < r ng . 0 , q < < < <2T s s Q s x Q d xÇf   /  /d Q Q Q Qp 2  /
pQ 2L
p rq2 1q1y1r2< <F Q s xH  /Q Q / Q
1rp2p rq r 92 2
q r 92y1r2y <g < r n< <= Q d x  /Q Q / /Q
5 5 0 , q 5 5 <g < , q r 9F s ? d ,1 2Ç Çf fp p d 91 2
 .  .  .where q r9 s q q rq 9 s q q r q y q and p d 9 s p p rp 9 s2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2
 .p p rp y p .1 2 1 2
We remark that Lemma 2.3 is stated in more generality than we will
actually need. In fact, we only use the following cases:
Ça2ya 1q< g < , q2 g . Ça1` Ça2 q2If d g f then T : f ª f is bounded,p  p r p .9 d p p2 1 2 1 2 2.3 .
for 0 - q F q` and 0 - p F p - q` .2 2 1
Ça2ya 1q< g < , q1X g . Ça1 q1 Ça21If d g f then T : f ª f is boundedp  p r p .9 d p p2 1 2 1 2 2.4 .
for 1 F q F q` and 0 - p F p - q` .1 2 1
Ç<g <qn1yu .r p , qr1yu .For 0 - u - 1, if d g f ,pr1yu .
2.5 .
g . ayn1yu .r p , qru a , qÇthen T : f ª f is bounded.d pru p
Remarks.
 .1 For p s q` , the lemma is still true. The proof is analogous to1
w xthe proof of duality theorem in FJ1, pp. 76]77 .
 .  .2 In some cases these results are sharp. For example, the case 2.5
 . w x  .is sharp by Lemma 3.1 b in W . Also 2.4 is sharp when 1 - q - q` ,2
 .  .1 - p - p - q` , and p s p q ; the case 2.3 is sharp when either 12 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .p s p and q - p - q` , or 2 p s q` , or 3 q q `, or 4 1 - q -1 2 2 2 1 2 2
 .  .q` , 1 - p - p - q` , and q s p p y 1 r p y p . The proof of2 1 2 2 1 1 2
these results will be given in the author's dissertation.
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 4In the following, we regard a matrix D s d as an operatorQ P Q, P d y adic
 4  4acting on a sequence s , yielding a sequence  d s .P P d y adic P Q P P Q d y adic
Ça qOne criterion for boundedness for such a matrix on f is ``almostp
w x xdiagonality,'' defined in FJ1 , pp. 53]55 .
< < g .LEMMA 2.4. Let a ) 0, g be a multi-index with g F a , and F be the
 . g .  g .:function as in 2.1 . For each dyadic cube P and Q, let g s c , F , forQ P P Q
 . g .  g .4c as in 1.8 . Let G s g . ThenQ P Q, P
g . Ç<g < , 2 Ç<g < , ` .a for 0 - p - q` , G : f ª f is bounded;p p
 . g .b for b - 0, 0 - p F q` , and 0 - q F q` , G is almost diagonal
Çbq <g < , qand hence bounded on f .p
Ç<g < , 2 y <g < r n g . < <  .Proof of a . Let s g f and let f s  s P D c sp P P P
g  g .  w s D c . Then, since D c is a smooth molecule for P see FJ1, p.P P P P
x .56 or Section 4 below
1r2
2y1r2y <g < r n
p <g < , 25 5 < < 5 5f F C P s x s C s .Ç .H fP P p /
pP L
g . <g < gÄ .  .  . .Let u x s u yx , where u is chosen such that F s y1 rg ! D u ,
g .  .  . g g . .for F as in 2.1 . By integration by parts, Hu x dx s H x F x dx s 1.
 . yn  . n n  n .Now, if l Q s 2 , then, with u x s 2 u 2 x ,n
< <gy1 .
g . g . <g < r n g : < <  :G s s c , F s s Q c , D u s . Q  P Q P P Q Pg !P P
< < <g < r n g < < <g < r n  :s C Q s D c , u s C Q f , u ;P P Q Q
P
1r2q <g < r n Ä< <s C Q f )u x . .n Q
ÄLet f * be the nontangential maximal function of f with respect to u .
< <  . yn Note that x y x F Cl Q s C2 for x g Q. The aperture of theQ
.nontangential region must be taken sufficiently large. Thus,
y1r2y <g < r n g .< <sup Q G s F f * x .  .Q
xgQ
and
y1r2y <g < r ng . g .<g < , `Ç < <fG s s sup Q G s .p Q
pQ: xgQ L
p <g < , 25 5 5 5pF C f * F C f F C s .ÇH fL p
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 . k g . . < < < <Proof of b . Since H x F x dx s 0 for k - g , by Lemmas B.1 inQ
w x  .  .FJ1 , when l Q - l P ,
< <nr2q gl Q yl . y1g .c , F F C 1 q l P x y x :  . /P Q l Q P /l P .
< <  .bq g ny2 b r2l Q l Qyl .  .y1s C 1 q l P x y x , . /l Q P /  /l P l P .  .
2.6 .
 . w x  .  .where l ) J s nrmin 1, p, q . By Lemma B.1 in FJ1 , when l P F l Q ,
< <bq gl Q .
g .c , F F C :P Q l  /l P .
 .nq« r2qJynl PyJy«  .y1
= 1 q l Q x y x , 2.7 .  . /Q P  /l Q .
k  .since H x c x dx s 0 for all k.P
 .  . g .By 2.6 and 2.7 , G is almost diagonal and hence by Theorem 3.3 in
g . bq <g < , qÇw xFJ1, p. 54 , G is bounded on f .p
< < g .LEMMA 2.5. Fix a ) 0. Let g be a multi-index with g F a and let F
 . g .  g .  i.:4  i.  .be as in 2.1 . Let A be the matrix F , c , for c as in 1.9i P Q Q, P
n  .and for i s 1, . . . , 2 y 1. Let 0 - p, q F q` and J s nrmin 1, p, q . If
g . Çby <g < , qb ) J y n then A is almost diagonal and so bounded on f .i p
 n 4  .  .  . ymProof. Fix i g 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1 . When l P F l Q , let l P s 2
 . yn  . k g . . < < < <and l Q s 2 i.e., n F m . Since H x F x dx s 0 if k - g , applyingP
w xLemma B.1 in FJ1 , we have
ylg .  i. y myn . <g <qn r2. nF , c F C 2 1 q 2 x y x :  .P Q l Q P
< < nr2qbby gl Q l Pyl .  .y1s C 1 q l Q x y x . /Q P /  /l P l Q .  .
So if b ) J y n and l ) J, then
< <  .yJy«by g nq« r2qJynl Q x y x l P .  .Q Pg .  i.F , c F C 1 q :P Q  / /  /l P l Q l Q .  .  .
2.8 .
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 .  .  . ym  . yn  .When l Q - l P , let l Q s 2 and l P s 2 i.e., n - m . Since
k  i. . w xH x c x dx s 0 for all k, applying Lemma B.1 in FJ1 again, we haveQ
< <  .yJy«by g nq« r2l Q 1 q x y x l Q .  .Q Pg .  i.F , c F C :P Q  / /  /l P l P l P .  .  .
2.9 .
 .  .By 2.8 and 2.9 , we obtain the result.
3. PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS
First we give some results for paraproduct operators of order g .
< <THEOREM 3.1. Let a G 0 and let g be a multi-index with g F a .
g . g .  . g .Let F be as in Lemma 2.2, and define P by 2.1 . Then P gg g
w x .  g ..  k . g . g .CZO a q 1 l WBP, P * x s 0 for all k, P x s g ,g g
g . k g . Ça q . < < < <P x s 0 for k F g and k / g , and P is bounded on F if one ofg g p
following cases holds:
 . < < w xa 0 - q F q` , 0 - p - q` , a y nrp - g - a , and g gÇ
Ça qF ;n ray <g <.
 . < < w xb a f Z, 0 - q F q` , 0 - p - q` , a y nrp - g s a , and
Ça q w xg g F , where a* s a y a ;n ra *
Ça q .  4 < <c a g N j 0 , 0 - q F 2, 0 - p - q` , g s a , and g g F ;`
 .  4 < <d a g N j 0 , 2 - q F q` , 0 - p - q` , g s a , and g g
Ç<g <qn1yu .r p, qr1yu .  .F for some u g 0, 1 .pr1yu .
 .  .  .Furthermore, for a , b , and c we ha¨e the estimate
g .
a q a q5 5 5 5P f F C g ? f ,aq . Ç ÇF FÇg F n ray <g <. pp
Ça q  .for all f g F . For d we obtainp
g .
<g <qn1yu .r p , q r1yu . a q5 5 5 5P f F C g ? f ,a q . Ç ÇF FÇg F p r1yu . pp
Ça qfor all f g F .p
Ç<g < , `Proof. In all cases, our assumption on g implies g g F . By the`
definition of Pg ., the choice of Fg ., c , w, and Lemma 2.2, we haveg
g . w x .  g ..  k .P g CZO a q 1 l WBP. Also, P * x s 0, sinceg g
y1r2y <g < r ng . g . : < <  :P * f s g , w Q f , c F , 3.1 .  . . g Q Q Q
Q
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k  . g .and H x c x dx s 0 for all k. By the choice of F , we haveQ
 k g .: < <1r2q <g < r n < < < < g . g .x , F s Q d , for k F g , hence P x s g andQ k , g g
g . k . < < < <P x s 0 if k F g and k / g . To complete the proof, we need tog
g . Ça q  .show that P is bounded. Let f g F . Then, by 1.8 ,g p
 :f s f , w c s s c , P P P P
P P
 :  . 5 5 a q 5 5 a qwhere s s f , w . By 1.10 , f f s .Ç ÇF fP P p p
Applying Pg ., to f , we obtaing
g .  : < <y1r2y <g < r n g .P f s g , w Q c , F s c . 3.2 : .  . g Q P Q P Q /
Q P
 :  4 g .  g .: g .  g .4Let d s g, w , d s d , g s c , F , and G s g .Q Q Q Q Q P P Q Q P Q, P
 . 5 g . .5 aq 5 g . g . 5 aqThen, by 1.10 , P f f T G s .Ç ÇF fg dp p
 .  . < <For a and b , choose p ) p with a y nrp s g y nrp. First, we1
Ça0 q0 Ça1 q1apply the discrete Sobolev imbedding theorem: f ª f if a ) ap p 0 10 1 Ça q wand a y nrp s a y nrp this follows by the similar result for F Tr,0 0 1 1 p
x  . w  .x.  .p. 129 and 1.11 ; see W, Theorem 2.4 b . Next we apply Lemma 2.4 a
 .and 2.3 to obtain bounded maps
g . T g .i G da q <g < , 2 <g < , ` a q6 6 6Ç Ç Ç Çf f f f ,p p p p1 1
Ça qprovided d g f , andn ray <g <.
g . g .
a q a q a q5 5 5 5T G s F C d ? s ,Ç Ç Çf f fd p n ray <g <. p
Ça qfor all s g f . Hencep
g .
a q a q5 5 5 5P f F C g ? f ,a q . Ç ÇF FÇg F n ray <g <. pp
Ça qsince g g F .n ray <g <.
 . q 2  .  .For c , by l ª l for 0 - q F 2, Lemma 2.4 a and 2.3 ,
g . T g .i G da q a 2 a` a q6 6 6Ç Ç Ç Çf f f fp p p p
Ça qis bounded if d g f , and`
g . g . g .
a q a q a q5 5 5 5P f f T G s F C d ? sa q Ç . Ç Çf f fÇg dF p ` pp
5 5 aq 5 5 aqF C g ? f ,Ç ÇF F` p
Ça q .by 1.10 , for all f g F .p
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 .  .For d , by the discrete Sobolev imbedding again, Lemma 2.4 b and
 .2.5 ,
g . T g .i G da q ayn1yu .r p , qru ayn1yu .r p , qru a q6 6 6Ç Ç Ç Çf f f fp pru pru p
Ç<g <qn1yu .r p, qr1yu .is bounded if d g f , andpr1yu .
g . g . g .
a q <g <qn1yu .r p , q r1yu . a q5 5 5 5P f f T G s F C d ? sa q Ç . Ç Çf f fÇg dF p p r1yu . pp
5 5 <g <qn1yu .r p , q r1yu . 5 5 a qF C g ? f ,Ç ÇF Fp r1yu . p
a qÇ .by 1.10 , for all f g F .p
Remark. If we define the paraproduct operators via Meyer's wavelets,
i.e.,
2 ny1
y1r2y <g < r ng .  i. g .  i.Ä < <P f s g , c Q f , F c , 3.3 :  : .  . g Q Q Q
is1 Q
g . Ä g .then Theorem 3.1 still holds replacing P with P by the same proof.g g
We now state Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 which, along with Theorems 1 and
2, stated in the Introduction, are our main results.
THEOREM 3.2. Let a - 0. Assume that T : S ª S 9 satisfies
 .1 T g WBP;
 .  .2 T g CZO d where 0 - d - 1;
 . w x .  .3 T* g CZO ya q r where ya * - r - 1; and
 .  g . < <4 T* x s 0 for g F ya y n q nrp.
Ça qThen T extends to a bounded linear operator on F if one of following casesp
holds:
 .  .g  i.:45 a f Z, 1 F q F q` , 1 - p - q` , and x y x , Tc gQ Q Q
Çya , q9 n< <F , when ya y n q nrp - g - ya , for all i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1;yn raq <g <.
 .  .g  i.:46 a g Z, 2 F q F q` , 1 - p - q` , and x y x , Tc gQ Q Q
Çya , q9 n< <f , when ya y n q nrp - g F ya , for all i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1;yn raq <g <.
 .  .g  i.:47 a g Z, 1 F q - 2, 1 - p - q`, x y x , Tc gQ Q Q
Çya , q9 < <f , when ya y n q nrp - g - ya , andyn raq <g <.
g  i. yaqd , `x y x , Tc g u ya s f .  . ; D 5Q Q n rdQ
d)0
< < nwhen g s ya , for all i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1.
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Çmq d , ` .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let a - 0, min p, q - 1, and u m, I s D f .d ) I n rd
Assume that T : S ª S 9 satisfies
 .1 T g WBP;
 .  .2 T g CZO d where 0 - d - 1;
 . w x .  .3 T* g CZO J y n y a q r where J y a * - r - 1;
 .  g . < <4 T* x s 0 for g F nrp y n y a ;
 . n  .g  i.:4  < <5 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1, x y x , Tc g u g , J yQ Q Q
. < <nrp for nrp y n y a - g - J y n y a .
Ça qThen T extends to a bounded linear operator on F .p
The proof of all of these theorems depends on the following lemma,
 .  .which explains the significance of the assumptions 1.12 ] 1.14 in
Theorem 1, and the similar conditions in the other theorems.
 .LEMMA 3.4. Suppose a , a , b , b ) 0, T g WBP, T g CZO b , and1 2 1 2 1
 . < <T* g CZO b . For 0 F g F a , assume2 1
2 ny1
g  j.  j. <g < , `Çg s T x y x , c c g F . 3.4 .  . ;   /g Q Q Q `
js1 Q
< <For 0 F g F a , assume2
2 ny1
g  j.  j. <g < , `Çh s x y x , Tc c g F . 3.5 .  . ; g Q Q Q `
js1 Q
< <  . g .  .For g F a s max a , a , define F as in 2.1 . Let1 2
Ä g . Ä g .S s T y P y P *. 3.6 .   /g hg g
< < < <0F g Fa 0F g Fa1 2
 .  .  g .Then S g CZO b l WBP, S* g CZO b l WBP, S x s 0 for 0 F1 2
< <  g . < <g F a , and S* x s 0 for 0 F g F a . Also, if the kernel of T satisfies1 2
 .  .6 or 7 of Theorem 2, then so does the kernel of S.
Ç<g < , ` Ä g .  .Proof. Since g g F , by Lemma 2.2 we have P g CZO b lg ` g 1gÄ g . .  .WBP. Similarly, we have P * g CZO b l WBP. Hence this holds forh 1g
 .  .S as well. Also by Lemma 2.2, if the kernel of T satisfies 6 or 7 then so
< < w xdoes the kernel of S. For k F a , we have, by the orthonormality of the
  j.4c ,Q Q, j
k  j.  j. :T x y x , c s g , c . . ; /Q Q k Q
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g . Ä g . < < < < w xBy the definition of F and P , for 0 F g , k F a we haveg 1g
k y1r2y <g < r ng .  j.  j.Ä < <P x y x , c s g , c Q : . ; /g Q Q g Qg
k g .  j.= x y x , F s g , c d . : . ;Q Q g Q g , k
Ä g . k .  . .Also, by Lemma 2.2, P * x y x s 0 for all k G 0. Thus for 0 Fh Qg
< < w xk F a1
k  j.  j.  j.S x y x , c s g , c y g , c d s 0. :  : . ;  /Q Q k Q g Q g , k
< < w x0F g F a1
k  .k   k .  j.:Expanding x s x y x q x , this implies S x , c s 0 for allQ Q Q
 .  k .Q, j, which, by 1.8 , implies S x s 0.
 .  g .A similar argument for S* gives S* g CZO b l WBP and S* x s 02
< <for 0 F g F a .2
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Define S as in 3.6 , with a s a , h s 0 for all g1 g
 .and g as in 3.4 . Then the proof of Lemma 3.4 shows that S satisfies allg
Ça qw xconditions of Theorem 3.7 in FTW , so S is bounded on F . To obtainp
Ä g . Ça qg .the boundedness of T , we need to show that P is bounded on F forg p
< <  . < <all g F a . Note that 4 implies g s 0 for g F a y nrp, and henceg
Ä g . < <  .  .P s 0. For a y nrp - g F a , the assumptions 1.12 ] 1.14 yield, bygg
 .1.11 , conditions on g which, by Theorem 3.1, imply the boundedness ofg
g .ÄP .gg
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By duality and Theorem 1, we have the results.
For the remaining theorems, we require a lemma on the adjoint of the
paraproduct operator.
 .  < <LEMMA 3.5. Let a ) 0, 0 - q - min p, 1 . Suppose h g U g , nrq yg
Ç<g <qd , `. < <nrp s D F when nrp y n y a - g F nrq y n y a .d ) n r qyn r p n rd
Ä g . Ça q .Then P * is bounded on F .h pg
Ç<g <qd , `Proof. Suppose h g F , for some d ) nrq y nrp. Choose p -g n rd 1
q F p such that nrp y nrp - d . Then define b by a y nrp s b y1
< < < <g y nrp . Note that b s nrp q g y nrp q a ) nrp y n by assump-1 1 1
< <tion on g . Also since
Ç<g <qd , ` Çbya , `< < < <g q d ) g q nrp y nrp s b y a , h g F : F ,1 g n rg n r byay <g <.
 i, g .  i. Çbya , ` n :4so we have c s h , c g f , for i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1.g Q Q n r byay <g <.
Hence by Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.5 and the standard discrete Sobolev
 .imbedding as above , we have
T  i , g .g
.
Ag .c i ia q by <g < , q by <g < , q a q6 6 6Ç Ç Ç Çf f f f .p p p p1 1
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Proof of Theorem 2. Define g , h , and S as in Lemma 3.4, withg g
a s a and a s J y n y a . By Lemma 3.4, S satisfies all conditions in1 2
Ça qw x  .  .Theorem 3.13 in FTW , hence S is bounded on F . Also, by 8 , 9 ,p
Ä g . Ça q . g .1.11 , and Theorem 3.1 again, P is bounded on F for each g withg p
< < < <g F a . We are done if q G p since h s 0 for g F nrp y n y a ,g
 .  .by 5 , which included 9 . To complete the proof, the boundedness of
g . .Ä < <  .g .P whenever nrp y n y a - g F J y n y a in 8 follows fromh
Lemma 3.5.
 .Proof of Theorem 3.3. Define S as in 3.6 , with g s 0, h defined byg g
 .3.5 , and a s J y n y a . By the proof of Lemma 3.4, and Theorem 3.12
Ça qw x  .  .in FTW , S is bounded on F . By conditions 4 ] 5 and Lemma 3.5, sop
g .Ä . < <g .are all the P * for 0 F g F J y n y a .h
4. APPLICATIONS TO MOLECULAR AND
NORMING FAMILIES
 4  xIf K, N g y1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , d g 0, 1 , s ) N q n, and Q is dyadic, we
 .say that a function m is a smooth N, K, d , s -molecule for Q ifQ
g < <x m x dx s 0 if g F N , 4.1 .  .H Q
ysy1y1r2 n< <m x F Q 1 q l Q x y x if x g R , 4.2 .  .  . /Q Q
ysy1y1r2y <g < r ng < <D m x F Q 1 q l Q x y x .  . /Q Q
n < <if x g R and g F K , 4.3 .
and
y1r2y <g < r nyd r n dg g < < < <D m x y D m y F Q x y y .  .Q Q
ysy1 < <= sup 1 q l Q x y z y x 4.4 .  . /Q
< < < <z F xyy
< < n  .if g s K and x, y g R . By convention, 4.1 is void if N s y1 and
 .  .4.3 ] 4.4 are void if K s y1.
w x  4As in FJ2 , we say that a family of functions m is a norming familyQ Q
Ça qfor F ifp
a q5 5f , m F C f : Ç 5 FaqQ pÇQ f p
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Ça q w xfor all f g F . In FJ1, Theorem 3.7 , it is shown that if each m satisfiesp Q
 .  . w x w x4.1 ] 4.4 with N G a , K ) J y n y a , K q d ) J y n y a , and d )
Ça q .  4max J, n q a , then m is a norming family for F . We would like toQ Q p
 .  .relax 4.1 in the case that 4.1 is not void, i.e., for a G 0.
THEOREM 4.1. Let a G 0, 0 - p - q` , and 0 - q F q` . Suppose that
 4  .  . w xm is a family of functions satisfying 4.2 ] 4.4 with K G J y n y a ,Q Q
 .  .K q d ) J y n y a , and s ) max J, n q a , where J s nrmin 1, p, q .
g  . < <Suppose H x m x dx s 0 for g F a y nrp, for all Q. For each dyadicQ
g .  .g  . g .  g .4 < < w xcube Q, let c s H x y x m x dx and c s c , for g F a .Q Q Q Q Q
Çbql, ` Ça , q .  4Also let u l s D f . Then m is a norming family for F if oneb ) 0 n r b Q Q p
of following cases holds:
g . Ça q . < <a a f Z, c g f for all a y nrp - g F a ;n ray <g <.
g . Ça q . < <b a g Z, 0 - q F 2, c g f when a y nrp - g - a andn ray <g <.
g . Ça q < <c g f when g s a ;`
g . Ça q . < <c a g Z, 2 - q F q` , c g f when a y nrp - g - an ray <g <.
g .  . < <and c g u a when g s a .
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the following.
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Suppose m satisfies 4.2 ] 4.4 for some K, d , and s . LetQ
< < g .  .N G 0 be gi¨ en. For g F N, let F be as in 2.1 , satisfying
b g . . < <H x F x dx s d for all b F N. Letb , g
< <y1r2y <g < r n g . g .m s m y Q c F , 4.5 .Ä Q Q Q Q
< <g FN
g .  .g  . g .  g .4 <g < , `c s H x y x m x dx, and suppose c s c g f . Then thereQ Q Q Q Q `
exists a constant A ) 0, A independent of Q, such that m rA satisfiesÄ Q
 .  .4.1 ] 4.4 .
< <Proof. For each multi-index k with k F N,
kx y x m x dx .  .ÄH Q Q
ks x y x m x dx .  .H Q Q
k y1r2y <g < r n g . g .< <y x y x Q c F x dx .  .H Q Q Q
< <g FN
s ck . y cg .dQ Q g , k
< <g FN
s ck . y ck . s 0.Q Q
g . Ç<g < , ` g . .This implies that m satisfies 4.1 . Since c g f and F g S , theÄ Q `
 .  .conditions 4.2 ] 4.4 follow.
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 .Proof of Theorem 4.1. Define m as in 4.5 but with N replaced byÄ Q
g . Ç<g < , `w x  .  .a . In all cases a ] c , we have c g f . Then by Lemma 4.2, for`
 4some constant C, m rC satisfies the sufficient conditions noted aboveÄ Q Q
Ça qto be a norming family for F . To complete the proof, we only need top
< <  < <y1r2y <g < r n g . g .4show that, for g F a , Q c F is a norming family. Writ-Q Q Q
5 5 aq 5 5 aq  .ing f s  s c with f f s by 1.10 , this is equivalent toÇ ÇF fP P P p p
showing that
y1r2y <g < r n g . g .
a q< < 5 5s c , Q c F F C s ,Ç fP P Q Q 5 p
a qÇP Q f p
g . g . Ça qg .i.e., that T G is bounded on F . But this is exactly what is done inc p
the proof of Theorem 3.1, under the same conditions on the indices.
w x  .  .In FJ1, Theorem 3.5 , it is shown that if each m satisfies 4.1 ] 4.4Q
w x  . w xwith K G a , K q s ) a , s ) J s nrmin 1, p, q , and N G J y n y a ,
 4then for any sequence s s s , we haveQ Q
a q5 5s m F C s . 4.6 .Ç fQ Q p
a qÇQ Fp
 .In the next result, we show that the condition 4.1 can be relaxed.
Obviously this is only meaningful if J y n y a G 0, so that N G 0.
w x  4  .As in FJ2 , we say that any family of functions m satisfying 4.6 forQ Q
Ça q 4all sequences s is a family of molecules for F .Q Q q
 4THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that m is a family of functions satisfyingQ Q
 .  . w x  .4.2 ] 4.4 with K G a , K q s ) a , and s ) J, where J s nrmin 1, p, q .
< < w x g .For each dyadic cube Q and g F N, where N s J y n y a , let c sQ
g g . g . Çdqm , ` .  .  4  .H x y x m x dx and c s c q. Let u m, I s D f . ThenQ Q Q d ) I n rd
Ça q 4m is a molecular family for F if one of following cases holds:Q Q p
 .  . g . < <a a ) 0, 0 - p - q`, 0 - q - min 1, p , c s 0 when g F
g .  < < . < <nrp y n y a and c g u g , J y nrp when nrp y n y a - g F N;
 . g .b a F 0 and a f Z, 1 - p - q`, 1 F q F q`, c s 0 when
g . Çya , q9< < < <g F nrp y n y a , and c g f when nrp y n y a - g Fyn raq <g <.
ya ;
 . g .c a is a non-positi¨ e integer, 1 - p - q`, 2 F q F q`, c s 0
g . Çya , q9< <when g F nrp y n y a and c g f when nrp y n y a -yn raq <g <.
< <g F ya ;
 . g .d a is a non-positi¨ e integer, 1 - p - q`, 1 F q - 2, c s 0
g . Çya , q9< < < <when g F nrp y n y a , c g f when nrp y n y a - g -yn raq <g <.
g . Çyaqd , ` . < <ya and c g u ya s D f when g s ya .d ) 0 n rd
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w xProof of Theorem 4.3. In FJ2, p. 389 it is noted that a norming family
Ça q Çya q9for F is a family of molecules for F if 1 F p, q F q`. Thus wep p9
 .  .  .can get b , c , and d by duality from Theorem 4.1. So it remains to prove
g . Ç<g < , ` .  4part a . Since C g f , by Lemma 4.2, m satisfies conditionsÄ` Q Q
 .  .  .4.1 ] 4.4 , up to a universal constant, hence 4.6 holds with m in placeÄ Q
 < <y1r2y <g < r n g . g .4of m . To complete the proof, we need to show that Q c FQ Q Q Q
a q < <  .is a molecular familar for F for every g F N. By 1.10 , this isp
Ça q 4equivalent to showing that for s s s g f , thenQ Q p
y1r2y <g < r n g . g . Ça q< <s P c F , c g f , P P P Q; p 5
P Q
g . g . Ça q < <or equivalently to show that A T is bounded on f , for all g F N.cg . p
 . g . g .For a , the same proof as Lemma 3.5 gives the boundedness of A Tcg .
< <for all g F N.
5. SHARPNESS
Here we would like to see how sharp our main theorems are. For this
 .purpose, we need to recall the paraproducts defined in 3.3 via Meyer's
  i.42 ny1 g .  .Wavelets c where F g S satisfies all properties as in 2.1 foris1
g .  .fixed a , as well as supp F : Q . Our first result shows that part c of00
Ä g .  .Theorem 3.1 is sharp for P . This suggests that condition 1.13 ing
Theorems 1 and 2 is the best possible.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let a G 0, 0 - p F q`, and 0 - q F q`. Let g be
Ä g . Ça q Ç<g < , q< <a multi-index with g F a . If P is bounded on F then g g F .g p `
 .Proof. Fix N ) J y n y a , where J s nrmin 1, p, q . Similarly to
w x  .Proposition 6.1 in W , choose a function h g S with h x s 1 on Q ,00
 . k  . < <h x s 0 if x f 3Q and H x h x dx s 0 for all multi-indices k F N q00
< <  . g  . w xg . Let h x s x h x . By the molecular theory FJ1, p. 56 it follows that
Ça q Ph g F . For each dyadic cube P, define h byp
x y xPPh x s h . .  /l P .
Ça q Then, by the translation invarance and the dilation properties of F see,p
w  .x.e.g., Tr, p. 239, 7 ,
1r pya r n 1r pya r nP
a q5 5 < < < <a qh s h ? P s C P .ÇÇ FF pp
Also, if Q : P,
gx y xP 1r2q <g < r n y <g < r nP g . g . : < < < <h , F s F x dx s Q P . .HQ Q /l P .
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 .  .Thus, by 3.3 and 1.11 , if 0 - p - q`,
n2 y1
y1r2y <g < r ng . P  i. P g .Ä < <P h f g , c Q h , Fa q  : .   5Ç a qq Q QF Çp Q f pis1
2 ny1
y1r2ya r n y1r2y <g < r n i.< < < <G Q g , c Q : H  Qis1 Q:P
1rpprq
q
P g .= h , F x Q : /Q / /
1rpprqn q2 y1
y1r2ya r n  i.< <s Q g , c x Q : H Q / / /is1 Q:P
ay <g <.r ny1r p P aqÇ< < F? P h .p
< <so, if g F a ,
g .ÄP a q a qÇ Çg F ªFp p
1rpn prq2 y1 qy1 y1r2y <g < r n g .< < < <G C sup P Q g , c x Q : H  /Q / /Ppis1 Q:P
n2 y1
 i.
<g < , q5 5f C g , c f C g . : Ç F 5Q <g < , q `ÇQ f`is1
5 P 5 a q < <ya r nBy a similar argument, when p s q`, h s C P andÇF`
g . PÄP h . a qÇg F`
1rqn2 y1 qy1 y1r2ya r n  i.< < < <G C P Q g , c x Q : H  /Q /Pis1 QFP
ay <g <.r n P a qÇ< < F= P h .`
< <So if g F a , as above we obtain
g .Ä aq5 5P G C g .Ça q a q FÇ Çg `F ªF` `
Next we consider the sharpness of the conditions on cg . in Theorems
4.1 and 4.3.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let a G 0, 0 - p, q F q`. Suppose for each dyadic
 .  . w xcube Q, m satisfies 4.2 ] 4.4 for K ) J y n y a , K q d ) J y n y a ,Q
 .  . < <and s ) max J, n q a , where J s nrmin 1, p, q . Fix k with k F a . Also
g .  .g  . < <  4suppose c s H x y x m x dx s 0 if g / k and g F a . If m is aQ Q Q Q Q
Ça q k . k . Ç< k < , q 4norming family for F then c s c Q g f .p Q `
k .  . k .Proof. Let F g S satisfy all conditions in 2.1 and supp F : Q .00
< <y1r2y < k < r n k . k .Also let m s m y Q c F . Then there exists a constant CÄ Q Q q Q
 4 w x .independent of Q such that m rC is a family of smooth a , K, d , s -Ä Q Q
Ça qmolecules and so a norming family for F , as discussed before. Thusp
y1r2y < k < r n k . k . Ça q < < 4Q c F is a norming family for F , as discussed before.Q Q Q p
 < 5y1r2y < k < r n k . k .4 Thus Q c F is a norming family which implies that seeQ Q Q
w x.  1. < <y1r2y < k < r n k . k .:4the proof of Proposition 1.1 in FJ2 c , Q c F isP Q Q Q, P
Ça q 1.bounded on f , where c is the first of Meyer's wavelets. Letp
g s ck .c 1. . Q Q
Q
Ä k . Ça q Ç< k < , qThen P is bounded on F . By Proposition 5.1, g g F or equiva-g p `
k . < k < , qÇ .lently, by 1.11 , c g f .`
< <  4Remark. When k s a g Z, 0 - q F 2, and m satisfies the otherQ
 .  4assumptions of Proposition 5.2, Theorem 4.1 b shows that m is aQ Q
Ça q k . Ça qnorming family for F if any only if c g f .p `
 4PROPOSITION 5.3. Let a F 0 and 1 - p, q F q`. Suppose m is aQ Q
 .  . w xfamily of functions satisfying 4.2 ] 4.4 with K G a , K q d ) a , and
< <s ) n y a . Fix k with k F ya . Also suppose
gg . < <c s x y x m x dx s 0 if g / k and g F ya . .  .HQ Q Q
Ça q k . k . Ç< k < , q9 4  4If m is a molecular family for F then c s c g f .Q Q p Q Q `
 w x.Proof. By Proposition 5.1 and a duality argument see FJ2, p. 389 , we
have the result immediately.
< <  4  4Remark. When k s ya g N j 0 , 2 F q F q`, and m satisfiesQ Q
 .  4the other hypotheses of Proposition 5.3, Theorem 4.3 c shows that nQ Q
Ça q k . Çya , q9is a family of molecules for F if and only if c g f .p `
 .Finally we consider 5 in Theorem 2. Recall that a is a smooth atomP
Ça q g  .for F associated to the dyadic cube P if supp a : 3P, Hx a x dr s 0p P P
< < < g  . < < <y1r2y <g < r n < < w xfor g F L, and D a x F P if g F a q 1, where L - JP q
 .y n y a . Note that, as usual J s nrmin 1, p, q .
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LEMMA 5.4. Let a G 0 and assume nrp y n y a F 0. For each dyadic
Ça qP, let a be a smooth atom for F associated to P. Suppose T gp p
w x .  .CZO a q « l WBP for a* - « - 1 and T* g CZO L l WBP for L )
g  i. Ç<g < , 1  . . :4 < <J y n y a . If T x y x , c g f for nrp y a - g F a ,Q Q Q `
n  g . < < b 1i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1, and T x s 0 for g F nrp y a , then x Ta g LP
< <whene¨er b F nrp y n y a .
 .Proof. Define S as in 3.6 with a s a , h s 0 for all g , and g as in1 g g
 . g .3.4 . Note that we assume supp F : Q . Then, by Lemma 3.4, S g00
w x .  .  g .CZO a q « l WBP, S* g CZO L q d l WBP, and S x s 0 for
< <  .  . w xg F a . Thus, by 3.21 and 3.22 in FTW , the cancellation properties of
w x . b 1 < <a and since S g CZO a q « , we have x Sa g L for b F nrp yP P
b Ä g . 1n y a . To complete the proof, we need to show that x P a g L forgg P
< < < <b F nrp y n y a and a y nrp - g F a . Observe that if 3P l Q s B
 g .:then a , F s 0. SoP Q
2ny1
y1r2y <g < r ng .  i. g .  i.Ä < <P a x s g , c Q a , F c x :  : .  . gg P g Q P Q Q
is1 Q : P:3Q
2ny1
y1r2y <g < r n i. g .  i.< <q g , c Q a , F c x :  :  .  g Q P Q Q
is1 Q : Q:3 P
s f x q f x . .  .1 2
Then
n 1r22 y1 < <Qy1r2y <g < r n 1r2b  i. < < < <x f F C g , c Q Q1  : 2 P g QL  /< <Pis1 Q : Q:3 P
< <1r2F C P - q`,P
Ç<g < , 1since g g F . Also if P : 3Q we can seeg `
b1r2 1r2q < b < r nb  i.  i.< < < <x c s Q x q l Q y c y dy F C Q , .  . .H1Q Q PL
< < < < < <  < <  ..  .  .  .because x F x q x y x F C x rl P l Q q Cl Q s C l Q . IfQ P Q P P P
 . y¨  . ym w x < g .: <l Q s 2 ) l P s 2 , by Lemma B.1 in FJ1 , then a , F FP Q
  .  ..n r2qLC l P rl Q . Hence
2 ny1
y1r2y <g < r nb  i. < <x f F C q , c Q1  : 1 P g QL
is1 Q : P:3Q
=
nr2qLl P . 1r2q < b < r n< <Q /l Q .
m
¨ Ly < b <.F C 2 - q`,P
¨sy`
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Ç<g < , 1 Ç<g < , `  i. y1r2y <g < r n< : < < < <since g g F ª F so g , c Q F C, and L ) b . Sog ` ` g Q
x bTa g L1.P
COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose that T satisfies the assumptions in Lemma 5.4
Ça q b . < <and T is bounded on F , for a ) 0. Then T* x s 0 for b F nrp y np
y a .
p1 1 b  .Proof. To see this, note that if f g H g L , then H x f x dx s 0
b 1 Ça q< <whenever b F nrp y n and x f g L . Since T is bounded on F ,1 p
Ça q Ç02 p1 b  . :Ta g F ª F f H , where nrp s nrp y a . So T* x , a sp p p 1 P1
 b :x , Ta s 0, by Lemma 5.4. Since this is true for all P, we getP
b .T* x s 0.
 .This shows that the assumption 5 in Theorem 2 is necessary in the case
Ça qa ) 0 and 0 - q F 1, since, by Proposition 5.1, if T is bounded on Fp
Ç<g < , q Ç<g < , 1  .then g g F ª F . In Theorem 2, under assumptions 8 for 0 -g ` `
g  i. Ç<g < , 1 .   . . :4q F 1 or 9 , we have T x y x , c g f for nrp y a -Q Q Q `
n Ça q< <g F a , i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1. Also if T is bounded on F then, byp
w x  g . < <Theorem 3.25 in FTW , T x s 0 whenever g - a y nrp. So, if in
 g . < <  b . < <addition T x s 0 when g s a y nrp, we have T* x s 0 for b F
nrp y n y a , by Corollary 5.5.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude by pointing out a few questions that remain open. First we
consider the conditions on the operator T in our results. For example,
 . < <condition 4 in Theorem 1 is necessary for g - a y nrp, by Theorem
w x  g . < <3.25 in FTW . Is T x s 0 when g s a y nrp necessary? Proposition
 .5.1 suggests that 1.13 in Theorem 1 is the best possible. How sharp are
< <  .the other cases, i.e., when a y nrp - g - a? Let g be defined by 3.4 .g
Ç<g < , q Ça qBy Proposition 5.1, g belongs to F if T is bounded on F . On theg ` p
Ça q .other hand, condition 6 in Theorem 1 says that g belongs to F .g n ray <g <.
There is a gap between these two spaces. What is the best condition we
 .can get? Next let us look at condition 5 in Theorem 2. In view of
 .Corollary 5.5 we may ask: how sharp is condition 5 in Theorem 2 when
q ) 1?
w xAlso, many of the questions in the conclusions to W can be formulated
in the context here as well. For example, can we characterize the class of
bounded operators in our theorems in terms of their behavior on smooth
atoms or on smooth molecules? Can we imbed these classes in explicit
algebras of bounded operators? What further information does the factor-
ization of a generalized paraproduct operator in Theorem 3.1 give us?
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